
Closing the language gap with Words for All

A locality level collaborative approach sharing successful, 
contextual interventions to improve vocabulary

Summary

Words For All is a co-created collaborative programme designed by Bolton Learning Partnership and 
Whole Education. It builds on a successful pilot, which demonstrated significant impact in 100% of 
participating pilot schools
. 
The focus is on developing expertise within local schools to deliver high quality effective vocabulary 
and reading enrichment interventions that work in a local context to targeted and specific groups to 
improve their language skills and academic outcomes.  

The programme will trial and scale strategies that work within the context of each school and meet the 
specific needs of students. Importantly, the programme is designed to support a culture of sustained 
peer learning and support within, and between, participating schools.

“Vocabulary is a huge predictor of how far children from any background will 
succeed at school and beyond” 

“We had Ofsted and the report came out on Friday. There is a whole paragraph 
about how well reading is planned and implemented. It couldn't be more 
positive. I am over the moon about it and it feels like real vindication of what we 
do. The inspector was blown away by how much we do around the culture of 
reading for pleasure. I feel [Words for All] has really impacted on what we do and 
helped us drive it forward in the right way.”  

School leader from participating Pilot School
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High Level Programme Design and Timeline

* NGRT takes place at three points in the year. Face-to-face meetings and coaching calls are termly



What other participants say:

“Excellent training”
“Increased confidence”
“Change the culture”
“Ring fenced time”
“Big Impact”
“My coach helped me”

When I applied to be part of the Words 
For All co-creation team, I had no idea 
what impact it would have on my young 
people in my school, on my colleagues, 
on my own professional development 
and on my working relationship with 
others across Bolton.  The results for my 
own students have been impressive and 
I have been able to use this experience 
to coach three other schools on 
diminishing the language deficit.

Impact from Pilot Schools

Impact at Pilot school #1 - Smithills
- Students’ reading age increased in Y7 (by up to 1yr 6 
months) and Y8 (by an average of 5 months). 
- Y9 students increased their words per minute from 
15wpm to 62wpm (decreasing errors by 50%). 
- 100% of staff and students preferred this form of 
intervention.

Impact at Pilot school #2 - Harper Green
- Significant increase in traffic- students noticeably 
motivated and aspirational in their reading
- Improved quality and comprehension – outcomes in 
end of unit comprehension tests 
- Increase in reading ages across the board

Impact at Pilot school #3 - St Josephs
- Huge Progress8 Gains (+1) and significant 
improvement in boys’ attainment
- Improved comprehension and ability to decode the 
GCSE questions
- Fluency and accuracy – use of discourse markers 
and more detailed/clearer explanations

Impact at Pilot school #4 - Sharples School
- 74.1% students found the vocab work useful in 
lessons; 60.2% could evidence improved outcomes 
due to using subject specific vocab
- All teachers positive with 92.8% seeing improved 
vocab in student work/examinations
- 92.9% teachers classroom practice improved as a 
result of the CPD

Key Features of Programme Design

Student focus: Focus on making a difference 
immediately for a cohort of young people

Develops leaders: Develops leadership expertise and 
strategies to diminish the language gap in their school 
and support schools across the locality

Peer learning system: Learning from peers and use a 
peer learning review model to assess impact and 
sustain change

Quality assessment and tracking: Access high 
quality assessment and progress measures through 
GL Assessment, specifically NGRT

Develop system capability: Develop leader’s 
coaching skills to build system capability and cascade 
learning to within and across schools in locality

Whole Education is a national network  
of over 500 schools, trusts and 
organisations committed to learning 
from and with each other to provide a 
high-quality whole education for all 
young people. It has been recognised by 
the OECD and Parliamentary Select 
Committees as an example of good 
practice in spreading innovation.

Bolton Learning Partnership is an 
ambitious educational collaboration 
between Bolton Council and Bolton’s 
secondary schools and colleges.


